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View from the Dome
40 Years of Kelly Radionic Instruments!
My dad - KRT founder Peter J. Kelly - was tinkering with radionic
instruments for as long as I can remember. He had always been
interested in esoteric ideas and techniques, but his journey with
radionics did not truly begin until 1970, when he learned about it
from a classmate in a workshop delivered at the local college by the
Institute of the Himalayan Tradition.
From then on, he was searching for more information about this
amazing technology that fused the unlimited visualization power of
the human mind with the tireless broadcast capabilities of a
machine. His quest led him to the group that would later organize
as the U.S. Psychotronics Association, attending the first conference in 1974. Within the USPA, he had the
opportunity to collaborate with the previous generation of giants in the field, men like Hieronymus,
Whitehouse, and Gallimore, as well as the inventors and researchers of his own generation.
During this fruitful time, he was building and refining what would come to be known as the Kelly Personal
Analyzer, at first for his own experiments and then for his friends in the community. Then, in 1978, he
found himself building an instrument for a total stranger, a “friend of a friend” who was impressed by the
ease of use and strong results provided by Dad’s design. Thus he found himself in the business of making
radionic instruments, at first as a sideline and within a few years as his primary activity as demand grew.
Dad departed this world abruptly in 2004, leaving us to wonder how to proceed. I can only imagine how
thrilled he is to see that – 14 years later – my sister Erin and I, with decades-long KRT veterans David and
Cathie, have reached the 40th anniversary of that first unexpected sale, still producing not only the
venerable Personal Analyzer, but also launching The Seeker, The Beacon, the Perfect Spiral Phase Array
Antenna, the Replicator, the BETAR Coils, the KRT Tuning Station, and the significantly updated Electronic
Rate Book and The Workstation. We have also designed and built new radionic instruments for
biodynamics pioneer Hugh Lovel’s Quantum Agriculture, and Basic Life Sciences in Canada. And truly, the
best is yet to come! Even as I write this, new parts are on their way for two brand new devices that will
improve the effectiveness of any radionic broadcast, including many systems not even made by KRT!
None of this could have happened without all of you: our clients,
customers, teachers, and friends. We are eternally grateful for
your support. THANK YOU FOR 40 WONDERFUL YEARS!

The Quantum Agriculture Instrument
Kelly Research Technologies is happy to announce The Quantum
Agriculture Instrument: a successful collaboration with Hugh Lovel and
Shabari Bird of Quantum Agriculture. This all-digital four-bank
potentizing and broadcasting tool may be used in preparing
biodynamic preparations for the farm and garden. Key features:
 Four Input Banks, each equipped with a Malcolm Rae card
reader driven by a neodymium magnet, a Pyrex sample well, and
a digital Potency circuit with a range from 1X to 10MM.
 Dual Auxiliary Inputs with banana and 1/8” (3.5mm) jacks for
connection with all KRT analyzers and external signal generators.
 Digital Timer: 1-minute resolution and a max of 24:59.
 Phase Selection: Imprint or broadcast in or out of phase.
 Pulse Interrupter function that operates at 4.0 Hz, 7.83 Hz, and
12.0 Hz for maximum signal penetration.
 Pyrex Imprinting Well for capture of energetic waveforms.
 Dual Auxiliary Outputs with banana and 1/8” (3.5mm) jacks
for connection with all KRT antenna and other devices.
 Lithium-Ion Battery delivers ~30 hours of service, then
recharges automatically when plugged into an outlet.
 Durable ABS Case ensures the Quantum Ag instrument is ready
to use in the field or in the office.
For more information please visit www. QuantumAgriculture.com.

KRT Down Under: Order your instrument in Australia!
Effective immediately, all orders for Kelly Research Technologies clients in Australia will be fulfilled by
Universal Energy Clearing, a firm established by Queensland farmer Heinz Gugger to share knowledge,
techniques, and tools for successful radionics and dowsing. Says Heinz:
My journey started in 2008 when I met Hugh Lovel and Shabari Bird. Through working with biological,
organic and bio-dynamic principles, I was introduced to working with subtle energies. With this
knowledge, I now help other farmers, private residents, businesses and alternative practitioners from
all over the world to clear detrimental energy in their environment and surroundings. I quickly realised
that this is where my true passion lies; I want nothing more than to share this gift with others.
The tools I use the most are the pendulum and the radionics instrument. The pendulum is used mostly
when I do house, business, farm and personal space clearings. I use radionics for scanning and
balancing farms and animals, to deter pests and weeds and to enhance the overall crop vitality.

We are very happy to have forged this new partnership with Universal Energy Clearing, who is
equipped with a full inventory of KRT equipment for quick and easy order fulfillment, and none of the
hassles of international shipping and currency conversion. Universal Energy is also hosting KRT
President Ed Kelly on August 18-19, 2018, in Gympie, Queensland, to conduct the first-ever KRT Basic
Radionics workshop in Australia! The response has been enthusiastic and only a few spots remain!
To register for the workshop, purchase equipment, or for other information please visit:
www.UniversalEnergyClearing.com
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APPLIED RADIONICS: THE SEEKER

Operation of The Seeker Mk2
An Experimental Agricultural Analyzer

Introduced in 2008, The Seeker was a state of the art radionic research system, with
integrated analysis and broadcast circuitry designed to allow energetic assessment and
balancing of any material. The Mk2 Seeker, first prototyped in 2017, keeps all of the
benefits of the original instrument while simplifying accessory integration, improving user
ergonomics, and reducing shipping expense.
The following instructions cover the basic steps for set-up and use of the Mk2 The Seeker.
This information is intended to reinforce knowledge provided by an experienced instructor.
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Part 1: Initial Set-Up
For best results, set up and use The Seeker in a quiet, comfortable location that is conducive to
uninterrupted focus. This location should be free of dust or any other airborne contaminants that
could settle in the sample well. The instrument should not be used adjacent to a strong magnetic or
electrical field, such as may be produced by a computer or a large electric motor.
A. Connect Power:
a. The Seeker requires a 9-volt DC power adapter
rated for at least 500 milliamps. The plug should
have a 2.1mm barrel connector.
b. Plug the power adapter first into the socket found
at the lower right corner of the instrument panel.
c. Plug the pronged end of the power adapter into a
household outlet. The provided power adapter is
a regulated, auto-switching unit that may be
used with municipal electrical systems delivering
from 100-240 AC volts, 50-60 Hz. An adapter
may be required to fit the local socket.
d. Verify power is on by activating any switch on the instrument panel. The corresponding
indicator lamp should illuminate if power is being delivered to the instrument.
Tip: The Seeker is a free energy device that allows analysis and low level balancing without electrical
power. However, when using the instrument without power, the rate bank(s), amp, and function control
switches must still be set to the “On” positions in order to open all circuits to the flow of energy.

B. Connect the Perfect Spiral Antenna: The Seeker
comes equipped with a KRT Perfect Spiral Phase
Array Antenna. This unit is both the reaction plate
for the operator and the scalar broadcast antenna for
the instrument. Simply plug the blue plugs on the
short antenna cords into the blue jacks marked
OUTPUT, which are found at the lower right corner of
the instrument panel. If a longer reach is desired,
use the grey-tipped extension cords that are
provided with the Perfect Spiral antenna.
C. Ground the instrument. (optional) Establishing a
grounding circuit between the instrument and the
Earth will improve the effectiveness of your projects.
For best results, run a copper wire with a banana
plug between the black INPUT jack marked GROUND,
located at the lower left corner of the instrument
panel, and the earth. Available at most home
improvement and hardware stores, a copper
grounding rod driven directly into the earth provides
the ideal connection point for the other end of your
grounding wire. Do not connect your grounding wire to household electrical sockets.
Note: While grounding the instrument can improve performance, it is not required.
Tip: Use a stacking or splitting banana jack to plug multiple items into the same socket, such as a
grounding wire and an auxiliary sample well. These are available from KRT or many electronics or stereo
supply shops.
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Part 2: Accessory Set-Up
The Seeker is designed for use with accessories made by KRT and third-party vendors, including the
XL Sample Wells, electronic signal sources, additional antenna, and the KRT Accessory Potentizer.
A. External Sample Wells may be used to increase
the input capacity of the instrument. Witnesses,
samples, and/or reagents may be placed in the
Seeker’s integrated sample well or the external
sample well. Analysis and signal processing will be
based upon the total of all inputs in all wells. Connect
external wells to the red (AUX) and black (GROUND)
banana jacks found at the lower left corner of the
instrument panel under INPUT. If using a KRT small
sample well, match the red and black jacks to the
matching plugs. If using a KRT XL Well, either of the grey jacks on the Large Well may be
connected to either the red or black jacks on the Seeker.
B. External Electronic Signals such as healing frequencies, recorded music, and other
electronic/digital information may be added to any radionic broadcast using the BNC-type port
marked SIGNAL, which is found at the lower left corner of the instrument panel under INPUT.
This connector is tied directly to the transformer coil on the amplifier, where any external
electronic signals are integrated with the information being delivered by the tuning/rate banks.
Connect signal generators, “Rife” type frequency devices, and other electroherbalism systems
that are equipped with BNC fittings directly to this connector using a BNC cable. With an
adapter, you may also feed in signals from the headphone jack on smart phones, personal
listening devices, and computers. Headphone jack adapters are available from KRT and many
electronic supply stores.

Cassette Tape

mp3

Computer

Signal Generator

Signal - BNC Connector

FAQ: “BNC” stands for “Bayonet Neill-Concelman”, which describes the secure locking mechanism and the
names of the co-inventors.

C. Additional Antenna may be used to further boost
instrument broadcast power. External/additional
antenna may be plugged into:
 The blue jacks found on the Perfect Spiral Phase
Array Antenna
 Use stacking/splitting jacks to plug them into The
Seeker at the blue jacks marked OUTPUT, which
are found at the lower right corner of the
instrument panel.
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D. KRT Accessory Potentizer may be used to imprint the radionic output of The Seeker into
your substrates at varying and/or stacked levels of potency. A phase control switch drives a
secondary solid-state amplifier for production of both in-phase (supplement) and reverse phase
(remedy) energetic imprints.
1.

Connect Power to the Potentizer:
a. Plug the 2.1mm barrel connector on the 9-volt power
adapter into the matching jack found on the Accessory
Potentizer.
b. Plug the two-prong end of the 9-volt adapter into a
household outlet.

2. Route the radionic output of The Seeker
to the Accessory Potentizer. This can be
done in series or in parallel:
a. Connect one blue OUTPUT jack on the
Seeker to the Perfect Spiral Antenna,
then connect the Perfect Spiral Antenna
to the Accessory Potenizer, then connect
the Potentizer back to the other blue
OUTPUT jack on the Seeker (top figure).
b. Connect the blue OUTPUT jacks on the
Seeker to both leads on the Perfect
Spiral Antenna, then connect the Accessory Potentizer to the blue jacks found on the
external Perfect Spiral Phase Array Antenna. (bottom figure).
3. Set the Seeker for operation of the Accessory
Potentizer:
 Set FUNCTION switch to BROADCAST.
 Set AMP switch to DIRECT mode.
A. Utilize the Accessory Potentizer as directed by
the Electronic Potentizer Manual or a qualified
instructor.
(See
Chapter
13:
APPLIED
RADIONICS: The Electronic Potentizer.)
Part 3: Basic Operation: Analysis
A. Place the witness or sample in the input well. Adding
multiple samples and/or witnesses to the well and any auxiliary
wells allows analysis of the combination of those
representatives.
B. Activate a Rate Bank or banks by turning on one or both
bank toggle switches found on the left side of the instrument
panel. Green indicator lamps will illuminate to show which
banks have been activated.
C. Set the rate dials to the radionic rate(s) of interest. Rate
banks not being utilized should be set to “0.00-0.00” and
turned off.
Tip: Rates may be set on multiple banks during either analysis or broadcast. However, because both
banks are wired in parallel, the information or transmission will reflect the total of all energy patterns
and/or information. For data on an individual pattern of energy, check one rate at a time.
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D. Set the instrument for analysis:
 Set FUNCTION switch to ANALYZE.
 Set AMP switch to DIRECT mode.
Indicator lamps will illuminate to confirm these selections.
E. Check the intensity for that rate or combination of rates by
slowly rotating the dial marked INTENSITY and lightly rubbing
dry fingertips across the surface of the reaction plate. Focus the
mind on the question at hand (“What is the strength of XYZ in
sample ABC?”). Make note of any sensations of increasing
friction with the plate, weight in the fingertips, tingling, or other
sensations as the intensity dial is turned. Multiple resonance
points or “sticks” of varying intensities may be sensed; record
the strongest of these the primary intensity for the scalar
frequency (radionic rate) being evaluated.
Tip: A dowsing pendulum suspended over the reaction plate may be utilized in place of the fingertips,
with a change in direction or increase in movement indicated as a “stick”.

F. Note and record the intensity shown on the 10-turn dial whose position is indicated by the
small mark found at the center edge of the windowed area on the right side of the dial. The
black numerals on the silver outer dial indicate the intensity readings from 0 to 99 for each
rotation. Each complete rotation of the dial is counted by the white numeral in the black
windowed area. The two numbers are combined to read the total intensity. The following
photos provide illustrative examples:

Dial Indicator Mark

Intensity = 85

Intensity = 185

Intensity = 385

A small lever on the edge of the outer dial housing will lock the dial in position, a feature not
ordinarily utilized in radionic research.
G. Repeat the process of setting, testing, and recording intensities for all rates of interest.
Part 4: Basic Operation: Broadcasting – Direct Mode
A. Place the witness or sample in the input well. Adding
multiple samples and/or witnesses to the well and any auxiliary
wells allows analysis of the combination of those
representatives.
B. Activate a Rate Bank or banks by turning on one or both of
the bank toggle switches found on the left side of the upper
instrument panel. Green indicator lamps will illuminate to show
which banks have been activated.
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C. Set the rate dials to the radionic rate(s) of interest. Rate banks not being utilized should be
set to “0.00-0.00” and turned off.
Tip: Rates may be set on multiple banks during broadcasts. However, because both banks are wired in
parallel, the information or transmission will reflect the total of all energy patterns and/or information. For
specific results, broadcast on one rate at a time.
D. Set the instrument for direct broadcast:

 Set FUNCTION switch to BROADCAST.
 Set AMP switch to DIRECT mode.
Indicator lamps will illuminate to confirm these
selections.
E. Identify the broadcast time:
1. Units: While lightly rubbing dry fingers across the
surface of the reaction plate, focus the mind on
the question at hand while asking for the correct
units: “Is it seconds, minutes, hours, days?”
Keep repeating this phrase while rubbing until
you get a stick on one of those units of time.
2. Amounts: While lightly rubbing dry fingers across
the surface of the reaction plate, focus the mind on “How many <units selected>?” while
slowly turning the INTENSITY dial. Make note of any sensations of increasing friction with
the plate, weight in the fingertips, tingling, or other sensations. The first spot where you
get a reaction on the plate, read the number on the dial as the number of the units
established above.
Tip: A dowsing pendulum suspended over the reaction plate may be utilized in place of the fingertips,
with a change in direction or increase in movement indicated as a “stick”.

F. Add any supplementary agents to the input well(s) and test for desirability. (See Part 6:
Increasing Radionic Effectiveness below.)
G. Check for overall appropriateness of the broadcast by setting the intensity dial back to
zero. Without turning the dial, ask the question, “Is this an appropriate broadcast to make,
with no unintended consequences?” while rubbing the reaction plate. A stick will indicate a
“yes” while a lack of stick will indicate “no”. (This step may also be completed using a
pendulum or other dowsing technique.) In most cases you will get a “yes” reaction. If you get
a “no”, this is an indication of one of the following:
 The instrument is not set correctly. Recheck rate dials and/or supplementary reagents.
 The intended target of the broadcast is not ready for the transfer of energy.
 For some reason, you do not have permission to do radionic work on the intended target.
Make any necessary adjustments before proceeding.
H. Broadcast for time indicated, then turn off the amplifier by setting FUNCTION switch to OFF.
I. Re-check the intensity or intensities of the radionic rate(s) of interest. Set the instrument
for “Analysis” mode, then check each bank individually for results on each rate, or check
multiple banks simultaneously to learn the impact of a combined process.
Tip: Resist the impulse to continue broadcasting if the intensities are not as low or high as expected.
Utilizing the broadcast time identified earlier in this process will ensure that the organic system is not
thrown into a state of disequilibrium rather than eased into a state of balance.

J. Record the new intensity or intensities.
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Part 5: Timer Configuration
The Omron H3CR timer delivers precision, quality, and easeof-use, as well as the ability to utilize the dial to scan for the
appropriate time to broadcast or potentize. Features include
the ability to move between four different time modes and
four numerical setting modes for an effective range of as little
as 1.2 seconds to as long as 300 hours without sacrificing
simplicity. This is not a mechanical timer and the dial will not
move from where it is set by the operator.
Part 5a: Configuring the Omron Timer
The Omron Timer arrives configured to operate over a 12hour range, as indicated by the numbers displayed in the
seven small windows on the timer dial and the time unit
displayed in the window at the bottom. Any of four numerical
and time mode settings may be utilized as follows:
Numerical Mode Set: Gently turn the small plastic screw
found in the lower left corner of the timer face with the tip of
a small Phillips head screwdriver to cause the numbers
displayed in the seven small windows on the timer dial to
rotate between these four modes:
 0 to 1.2
 0 to 3

Only in
“E” Mode

 0 to 12
 0 to 30

For example, changing the numerical mode on the timer
shown in the photo would cause it to operate as a 1.2 Hour
Timer, a 3 Hour Timer, a 12 Hour Timer, or a 30 Hour Timer.

Numerical
Mode Set

Time
Mode Set

Time Mode Set: Gently turn the small plastic screw found in
the lower right corner of the timer face with the tip of a small Phillips head screwdriver. Turning this
screw will cause the units of time displayed in the small window at the bottom of the timer dial to
rotate between these four modes:
 “sec” – Seconds
 “min” – Minutes

 “hrs” - Hours
 “10 hrs” – Hours x10

For example, changing the time mode on the timer shown in the photo would cause it to operate as
either a 12 Second Timer, a 12 Minute Timer, a 12 Hour Timer, or a 120 Hour Timer.
Select the combination of numerical and time modes most appropriate for the radionic broadcasts
typically conducted. For the researcher who is delivering an overall energetic balancing using a
worksheet, the timer may be ideally set to “0 to 3 hours” since most tuning broadcasts will be in that
range. For the farmer working to detoxify the soil or attack a weed, the timer range may be most
useful when set for “0 to 300 hours” to reflect the use of long broadcasts of multiple rates, especially
when used in conjunction with a KRT Tuning Station.
Best of all, it is easy to change the
configuration of the timer as needed!
Wiring Mode: The timer is wired to operate in “E” mode only. Do not adjust!
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Part 6: Broadcasting – Timer Mode
A. Place the witness or sample in the input well. Adding
multiple samples and/or witnesses to the well and any
auxiliary wells allows analysis of the combination of those
representatives.
B. Activate a Rate Bank or banks by turning on one or both
bank toggle switches found on the left side of the instrument
panel. Green indicator lamps will illuminate to show which
banks have been activated.
C. Set the rate dials to the radionic rate(s) of interest. Rate
banks not being utilized should be set to “0.00-0.00” and
turned off.
Tip: Rates may be set on multiple banks during broadcasts. However, because rate banks are wired in
parallel, the information or transmission will reflect the total of all energy patterns and/or information.
For specific results, broadcast on one rate at a time.

D. Identify the broadcast time: Focus the mind on the question at hand (“For how long
should this broadcast take place in order to balance XYZ in sample ABC, with no unintended
consequences?”) while lightly rubbing dry fingers across the surface of the reaction plate and
slowly turning the dial on the timer. Make note of any sensations of increasing friction with
the plate, weight in the fingertips, tingling, or other sensations as the timer dial is turned.
The first spot where you get a reaction on the plate, stop turning the dial. Leave the timer
dial set to this location.
E. Set the instrument for timed broadcast:
 Set FUNCTION switch to BROADCAST.
 Set AMP switch to TIMER.
Indicator lamps will illuminate to confirm
these selections.
Timer On: When the timer is active and on
the lamp marked OUT will be l it steady red
and the lamp marked POWER will be lit
green and flashing. At this time the flow of
power to the amplifier is being controlled
by the timer.
Timer Off: When the timer is off the OUT
lamp is turned off and the POWER lamp is
lit green and steady. At this time the flow
of power has been turned off to the
amplifier by the timer.
Note: For the amplifier to be turned on the
operator must also set the Function switch into
the “Broadcast” mode. The timer is a useful
tool, but the responsibility for the broadcast
always rests with the operator!

Timer On

Timer Off

F. Add any supplementary agents to the input well(s) and test for desirability. (See Part 7:
Increasing Radionic Effectiveness below.)
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G. Check for overall appropriateness of the broadcast by asking the question, “Is this an
appropriate broadcast to make, with no unintended consequences?” while rubbing the
reaction plate. A stick will indicate a “yes” while a lack of stick will indicate “no”. Do not turn
any dials during this process. (This step may also be completed using a pendulum or other
dowsing technique.) In most cases you will get a “yes” reaction. If you get a “no”, this is an
indication of one of the following:
 The instrument is not set correctly. Recheck rate dials and/or supplementary reagents.
 The intended target of the broadcast is not ready for the transfer of energy.
 For some reason, you do not have permission to do radionic work on the intended target.
Make any necessary adjustments before proceeding.
H. The timer will end the broadcast automatically. Timer operation is complete when the
OUT lamp is turned off and the POWER lamp is lit green and steady. At this time the flow of
power has been turned off to the amplifier by the timer. Note that the “Timer Mode”
indicator lamp will remain illuminated until turned off by the user. While the dial will not
move, the electronic timer will accurately count down the time and then turn off the unit.
I.

Re-check the intensity or intensities of the radionic rate(s) of interest. Set the instrument
for Analysis mode, then check each bank individually for results on each rate, or check
multiple banks simultaneously to learn the impact of a combined process.
Tip: Resist the impulse to continue broadcasting if the intensities are not as low or high as expected.
Utilizing the broadcast time identified earlier in this process will ensure that the organic system is not
thrown into a state of disequilibrium rather than eased into a state of balance.

J. Record the new intensity or intensities.
K. Reset the instrument for timed broadcast:
After a timed broadcast the integrated timer must be reset, as follows:
 Move the AMP switch from TIMER to OFF. The timer is now turned off and reset.
 Set the AMP switch back to TIMER. The timer is now turned on and active.
 Leave the timer dial set to repeat the last time utilized, set the timer dial to the next
desired setting, or return the timer dial to zero and scan for the next broadcast time using
the steps described above.
Mode indicator lamps will illuminate to confirm these mode selections. As before, on the timer
the lamp marked “OUT” will be lit steady red and the lamp marked “POWER” will be lit green
and flashing. At this time the flow of power to the amplifier is being controlled by the timer.
Part 7: Increasing Radionic Effectiveness
Supplementary agents may be used to increase the effectiveness of balancing transmissions.
Desirability and suitability of a supplementary agent should always be tested in order to ensure that
the expected benefits are achieved.
This is especially the case when revisiting a previous
transmission program; the supplement that was beneficial on previous occasions may or may not be
desirable on this one.
 Addition of known reagents: Reagents may be
added to the sample well for capture of their
underlying energy signatures and vibratory
properties.
Possible
examples
include
soil
additives, herbal compounds, minerals, chemicals,
homeopathic potencies, colors or practically
anything else from any modality. Reagents that
pose any threat of contamination should be
contained in clean glassware.
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 Addition of external electromagnetic frequencies: Music, frequencies from a signal
generator, or any other information stored in an electronic form may be integrated into any
radionic broadcast through the use of the “Signal In” connection found on the connector
panel found on the left side of the instrument. See Part 2: Accessory Set-Up for more
information.
 Addition of complementary scalar frequencies: Any unused rate banks may be utilized
to locate an additional scalar frequency that supports the primary objective(s). This may be
a known rate or one that is “cold scanned” specifically in support of the experiment.
Methods for testing desirability and suitability include:
 Having established an intensity reading for radionic rates during analysis, add the
supplementary agent to the well, SIGNAL port, or other bank of the instrument. Then, with
the instrument set for analysis, recheck intensity. Compare the new intensity to the old,
noting whether the desired outcome of either strengthening or diminishing of the energy
level for that rate was confirmed after adding the supplementary agent.
 After adding the supplementary agents, recheck broadcast time using the intensity dial in
direct mode or the timer dial in timer mode. If the indicated broadcast time goes down
and/or a much stronger stick is noted on the reaction plate, the agents are desirable and
suitable. If broadcast time increases and/or the reaction on the plate grows weaker, the
supplementary elements are not appropriate for the situation at hand and should be
removed before broadcasting.
Tip: The testing methods outlined can be used to test the suitability and desirability of any
product or additive the farmer may be offered, and is easily one of the most important features of
all Kelly Analyzers. Place a sample or witness of the plant in the well, check intensity of General
Vitality (GV = 9.00-49.00), add a sample of the proposed additive as a reagent, then recheck
intensity. If GV intensity went up, the additive should be beneficial to the plant!
Part 8: Clearing the Instrument
The Seeker may be cleared of residual energy patterns by sweeping a tape demagnetizer or a high
energy magnet over the surface of the instrument panel.
Note: Before clearing the radionic instrument, be certain to remove all witnesses and samples from
the input well and any auxiliary wells, including the output well of the Electronic Potentizer, if
utilized. Failure to do so may result in erasure of or damage to the energetic patterns stored in
those witnesses and/or samples.

The all-new Mk 2 Seeker is a deluxe two-bank instrument with 360-degree
“round dial” rate dials that allow exploration and documentation of the
complete scalar waveform. Key features include:
 Silver Sephorah geomantic signal multiplier and Faraday shield
 On-board Adjustable broadcast timer
 Flexible yet powerful external Perfect Spiral Phase Array Antenna
 Easy-to-use accessory connection system found on the Kelly Personal
Instrument in a streamlined oak case

THE SEEKER: A KELLY AGRICULTURAL RADIONIC ANALYZER………….…..…… $2,750.00
Special Introductory Offer!……………………….…………………….…….………… $2,500.00
Upgrade: Pyrex Sample Well……………………..……………………………+50.00 +75.00
Upgrade: 40 Phase Array (5 Plate) Perfect Spiral Antenna…………+50.00 +75.00
Upgrade: 48 Phase Array (6 Plate) Perfect Spiral Antenna……….+100.00 +150.00

Order today! Introductory offer good until July 1, 2018!
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2018 KRT Events & Training
All KRT radionics courses will be delivered by Ed Kelly and will include a balance of
radionic theory, practical application, and hands-on activities that will equip
participants to apply radionics to the energetic world that flows through us all. Ed is
a uniquely qualified instructor with years of experience building radionic
instruments, working with senior instructors, and writing about this amazing field.
July 23-24:
KRT Basic Radionics
Chicago, Illinois, USA
August 18-19:
KRT Basic Radionics
Gympie, Queensland, Australia
An introduction to the basic theory and hands-on operation of the radionic instrument. This course is
designed for the brand-new beginner and anyone wanting a refresher on the basics. Topics include:
 History and Theory of Radionics
 Water & Plant/Soil Analysis Worksheets
 Samples and Witnesses
 Use of Reagents: Physical and Electronic
 Energetic Analysis and Balancing
 Basic Rate Scanning/Electronic Dowsing
Participants will practice using and developing a touch for the radionic instrument by completing
analysis worksheets on water and soil samples brought from home or taken at the site of the class,
then utilizing the instrument in the broadcast mode to energetically balance those elements.
Chicago: $400 per person OR $200 for retake or with purchase of an instrument.
Gympie: For registration information please visit: www.universalenergyclearing.com
October 23-24: KRT Fundamentals of Radionics
Rapid City, South Dakota, USA
We will put the FUN in "fundamentals" with a two-day course designed to reinforce the core functions
of practical radionics: analyzing, balancing, and potentizing. This is a hands-on workshop, so a
radionic instrument and a potentizer are required to practice using radionic rates, reagents, and
other octaves of information. Specific topics will include:
 Crystallizing focused intent
 Selecting/testing reagents and tones
 Basic analyzing and balancing
 Potentizing for multi-octave impact
 Cold-scanning primary & supporting rates
 Multi-bank testing and balancing
Remember to bring a personal object and your biggest wish or desire for the coming year!
Rapid City: $350 per person. Rental instruments are available for $50 while supplies last.
KRT Workshop Logistics
Who:
Courses will be delivered by Ed Kelly, President of KRT.
When: Classes will run from 8:30 am to 5:00 pm each day, with breaks.
Bring: Participants are encouraged to bring:
 Samples of the water they use
 Soil samples from their gardens or farms
 Fur, hair, and/or photos from an animal they own
 A printed photo of their home, office, or farm (digital photos are fine)
 For potentizing classes, an object or other substrate to potentize
Food: Participants will be responsible for their own meals.
Unless stated otherwise, these are hands-on workshops that require a radionics instrument and/or
potentizer. Bring yours, or please order as soon as possible if a new instrument is required from KRT.

“Tell me and I forget. Teach me and I remember. Involve me and I learn.”

- Benjamin Franklin

NOTE: The universal radionic concepts covered in class will equip participants to conduct radionic research in any area of interest. However,
human health issues cannot be covered at any time. Regrettably, any questions concerning human health will have to be declined.
RENTALS: Limited numbers of instruments are available for rental for use in the class for a non-refundable fee of $50.00.
CANCELLATION: Enrollment fees will be refunded upon request in the event a participant cannot attend, less a non-refundable registration fee
of $75.00 per person per workshop.

Other Energetic Events in 2018
This is a golden age for sharing ideas in radionics and other energetic arts!
Consider taking part in a program conducted by one or more of these teachers,
healers, and radionics researchers. Each of them has a unique perspective to share.
Ongoing: Conshohocken Radionics
Conshohocken, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Pete Radatti’s group now has 85 members and hosts regular meetings, classes, and
discussion groups on radionics. Find out about upcoming events at: www.meetup.com/radionics
Ongoing: Great Lakes Holistic Training Center
Upper Peninsula, Michigan
The Great Lakes Holistic Training Center provides one-on-one, personalized radionics training by
appointment only. Instruction is available at the Beginner, Intermediate, or Advanced levels. To
schedule a course or session please call: 906-420-8375.
July 20-22: U.S. Psychotronics Association Conference
Chicago, Illinois
This is the 40th conference of the USPA, a non-commercial, not-for-profit organization that
supports research in “psychotronics” - the science of mind-body-environment relationships, and
interactions of matter, energy, and consciousness. KRT Founder Peter J. Kelly was a founding
member of this group and participated in that first meeting. Today, Ed Kelly is a member of the
Board of Directors. This conference is a fun event that is on the rise! In 2017, the attendance
doubled, with lots of great energy and enthusiasm from the participants, exhibitors, and presenters.
The theme of the 2018 conference is "Mind, Matter, and Aether: Applications of
Radionics". Because the USPA is dedicated not just to radionics, but also the broader spectrum of
esoteric phenomena, this meeting will present research, information, and vendors from a wide
variety of disciplines. Learn more and register today at: www.psychotronics.org.
July 28-29: 5 Aces Custom Reagents Lab
Des Moines, Iowa
Marty Lucas of Every Advantage Consulting will share his most powerful discoveries of the last
year while teaching participants how to conduct advanced level potentizing. Topics to be addressed
will include DNA activation for maximizing longevity, exploration of future timelines for peak
resonance, and the Logarithmic Layers of Creation. And for the first time, Marty will illustrate the
correct way to do safe, successful community clearing projects. Participants will receive access to a
video of the class for future review, as well as special set of reagents designed and created by Marty
- a $1000 value. Best of all, participants will be granted access to a weekly conference call that is
limited to 5 Aces graduates for personalized coaching and problem solving. To register, please
contact Marty at 515-270-2300, or via email at: marty@everyadvantage.net
October 23-24: Dowsing Workshop
Rapid City, South Dakota
For the first time, Master Dowser Scott Ertl will deliver a two-day dowsing workshop in Rapid City,
South Dakota, immediately preceding the Radionics Masters Symposium. The first day will cover
basic tools and techniques. The second day will cover advanced topics, including use of dowsing for
auras and healing, as well as detection and resolution of water, geopathic stress, stray voltage, and
other issues. Contact Scott with questions at: newhope@ertlizer.com
October 25-27: Radionics Masters Symposium
Rapid City, South Dakota
Three days of focused study with 12-15 radionics experts, energy users, and ag specialists,
plus vendors/exhibitors and your fellow researchers. In 2018, KRT’s Ed Kelly will present
Advanced Multi-Bank Testing and Balancing, a new program on the use of these powerful tools. This
will be the 6th year this event is held and continues to be a highlight for us at KRT. It’s an
unparalleled opportunity to meet and spend time sharing ideas face-to-face with other daily users of
radionics and the healing arts. Contact Dr. Ron Barone at: livingwordministry8@yahoo.com
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Spring 2018 Order Form

v: (706) 782-2524
f: (706) 782-1047
E-mail: info@kellyresearchtech.com

www.kellyresearchtech.com

Page
2

Item

Price

Quantum Agriculture Instrument

12

The Seeker – Mk 2

12

The Seeker – Mk 2: Upgrade to Pyrex Sample Well

12

The Seeker – Mk 2: Upgrade to 40 Phase (5 Plate) Perfect Spiral Antenna

12

The Seeker – Mk 2: Upgrade to 48 Phase (6 Plate) Perfect Spiral Antenna

S/H

Qty

Total

Contact: www.QuantumAgriculture.com
$2,500.00
$2,750.00
$50.00
$75.00
$50.00
$75.00
$100.00
$150.00

Save $250 until July 1!

$31.50
n/a
n/a
n/a
-

-

Kelly Research Report – Electronic (PDF)
Kelly Research Report – 4/8 Paper Issues (USA)

FREE!
$25.00/$45.00

-

-

Kelly Research Report – 4/8 Paper Issues (International)

$40.00/$75.00

-

Subtotal
7% Sales Tax (Georgia only)
TOTAL ENCLOSED
Shipping & Handling: All shipments travel via UPS Ground or the US Postal Service within the United
States. Call or email us for international rates, alternative shipping methods, or for ordering of items not
listed on this form. Discounts are usually available for combined shipping of multiple items.
Customer Name:
Company:
Street Address:
City:

State:

Zip:

Country:

Telephone:

E-Mail:

Payment: All payments must be made using U.S. Funds by check (payable on a U.S. bank), postal money
order, or credit card. Mail or fax your order to the address noted at the top of this page. We also accept
PayPal. Direct PayPal payments to: “sales@kellyresearchtech.com”.
Credit Card Type:

Card Number:

CC Billing Address

Expiration Date:

3 or 4 Digit Security Code:

Signature of Authorization:

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ORDER!

40th Annual U.S. Psychotronics Conference
July 20-22, 2018



Hyatt Regency Deerfield, IL

Mind, Matter and Aether:
Applications of Radionics
Distinguished Speakers Include:
Drs. J.J. and Desiree Hurtak – The Power of Music and Sound for Mental Consciousness Upliftment
Dr. James Oschman – Structure and properties of the Quantum Information Field
Dr. Jeffrey Mishlove – Highlights of Psi Research
Dr. Patrick Bailey – New Energy Technologies and the Scientific Basis of Alchemy
Pete Radatti – Practical Innovations for the Radionics Practitioner
More speakers and
Dan Davidson – Aetheric Physics: Cosmic Structure and Aether Function
workshops online
Stephen Quong – Radionics Broadcasting of Sanskrit Mahamantras
at
Dr Lauren Palmateer – Opening Organs of Perception: The Human Body Antenna
Dr. Beverly Rubik – Overview of Psychotronics: Intention meets Technology
www.psychotronics.org
Dr. Glen Rein – The Etheric Nature of Life Force
Dr. Linda Lancaster – Understanding the Etheric Body

USPA

Pre-Conference Workshop: USPA’s Radionics 101
Dowsing, Radionics, & Subtle Energy  July 19, 2 PM – July 20, noon
$300 Early Bird Combo – Full Conference and Radionics 101
Purchase tickets online with Eventbrite: CLICK HERE TO REGISTER ONLINE
Additional post-conference workshops are available
Hyatt Regency Deerfield: Special USPA rate $119 with buffet breakfast/2
Reserve rooms early, mostly King suites CLICK HERE TO BOOK HOTEL

Support Our Non-Profit 501(c3) All-Volunteer Educational Organization
Founded in 1975 as the US Radionics Congress
Like us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/uspsychotronics  Email inquires to conferences@psychotronics.org

KRT Radionics Workshops: Chicago, Illinois
Kelly Research Technologies is very proud to support the U.S. Psychotronics Association’s 40th
Annual Conference, to be held in Chicago on July 20-22, 2018. The USPA is a non-commercial,
not-for-profit organization that supports research in “psychotronics” - the science of mind-bodyenvironment relationships, and interactions of matter, energy, and consciousness. Because the USPA
is dedicated not just to radionics, but also the broader spectrum of esoteric phenomena, this meeting
will present research and information from a wide variety of disciplines. The theme of this year’s
conference is Mind, Matter, and Aether: Applications of Radionics.
KRT founder Peter J. Kelly was a founding member of the USPA in 1975, and KRT’s Ed Kelly has been
a member of the USPA’s Board of Directors since 2011. For more information about the USPA and the
2018 conference please visit: www.psychotronics.org.
Immediately following the USPA conference, on July 23 and 24, KRT’s Ed Kelly will be deliver Basic
Radionics, a two-day course covering the fundamentals of radionics, including analyzing and
balancing of soil and water samples using a Hieronymus-type variable capacitance radionic
instrument. This hands-on workshop will equip participants with the tools needed to immediately
apply radionics at their homestead or farm. Space is limited, so register to participate today!

BASIC RADIONICS: July 23-24, 2018
Chicago, Illinois
An introduction to the basic theory and hands-on operation of the radionic instrument. This course is
designed for the brand-new beginner and anyone wanting a refresher on the basics. Topics include:




History and Theory of Radionics
Samples and Witnesses
Energetic Analysis and Balancing





Water & Plant/Soil Analysis Worksheets
Use of Reagents: Physical and Electronic
Basic Rate Scanning/Electronic Dowsing

Participants will practice using and developing a touch for the radionic instrument by completing
analysis worksheets on water and soil samples brought from home or taken at the site of the class,
then utilizing the instrument in the broadcast mode to energetically balance those elements.
Each individual and family/friend enrollee will be provided with following materials and information:
 Radionics - Book 2: Applied Radionics
 One 300 ml Griffin beaker
 Set of 10 KRT radionic worksheets
 One year: Kelly Research Report
Individual Enrollment
Retake or with Purchase of a New Instrument
Instrument Rental (Supplies are limited!)
SPECIAL OFFER!

$400.00
$200.00
$50.00

Save $50.00 on your enrollment with each new student you bring to the
workshop. The more folks you bring, the more you save!

Enroll today!
Call: 706-782-2524 or email: cathie@kellyresearchtech.com

Who:

Courses taught by Ed Kelly, President of KRT. Ed is a uniquely qualified instructor with
a lifetime building radionic devices and writing about this amazing art.

When:

Classes will run from 8:30 am to 5:00 pm on July 23 and 24, with breaks.

Bring:

Any Hieronymus-type two-dial radionic instrument, plus samples of water, soil, plants,
and/or animals from home. Please order as soon as possible if a new instrument is
required from KRT. A limited number of instruments will be available for rent.

Where:

All workshops will take place at the Deerfield Hyatt Regency located at 1750 Lake Cook
Rd, Deerfield, IL 60015. See the web page at: http://tinyurl.com/jtgv6oq. Special room
rates of $119.00 have been secured for USPA and KRT workshop program participants
and includes two breakfast vouchers per night booked. Call for reservations at (847)
945-3400 and ask for “USPA”.

Food:

Participants will be responsible for their own meals.

Enroll:

All prices are in US dollars. All registration must be paid by credit card or PayPal. Call to
enroll via credit card at (706) 782-2524, or complete and fax the following enrollment
form to (706) 782-1047.
PayPal payments should be directed to:
sales@kellyresearchtech.com. Send other correspondence to KRT, Inc., PO Box 128,
Lakemont, GA, 30552, USA. Enrollment will be refunded upon request in the event a
participant cannot attend, less a non-refundable fee of $75 each. New student
registration offer can reduce class enrollment fee(s) to zero, then accrues as credit for
purchases from the KRT catalog.

Contact Information:
Participant Name:

Street /Box:

City:

State:

Zip:

Country:

Telephone:

E-Mail:

Credit Card Payment Information:
Credit Card Type:

Card Number:

CC Billing Address:

Expiration Date:

3 or 4 Digit Security Code:

Signature of Authorization:

Enroll today!
Call: 706-782-2524 or email: cathie@kellyresearchtech.com
NOTE: The universal radionic concepts covered in class will equip participants to conduct radionic research in any area of interest. However,
human health issues cannot be covered at any time. Regrettably, any questions concerning human health will have to be declined.

KRT Radionics Workshops: Rapid City, South Dakota
Kelly Research Technologies is very proud to participate in All Saints Church Ministry’s 2018
Radionics Symposium: Taught by the Masters on October 23-27 in Rapid City, South Dakota.
KRT President Ed Kelly will open the proceedings by delivering KRT Fundamentals of Radionics on
October 23-24 – a hands-on workshop designed to improve your skills and your quality of life.
Then, stay from October 25-27 for presentations and conversations with radionics experts,
inventors, energy healers, and agriculture experts like Dr. Ron Barone, Hugh Lovel, Cory Stover, Pete
Radatti, Brian Besco, Tim Lippert, Stephen Quong, Marty Lucas, Robin Hermanson, Dan Mangum, Dr.
Linda Lancaster, and your own Ed Kelly. A cavalcade of new knowledge and new tools to apply to
your home, business, and the wider world!
KRT FUNDAMENTALS OF RADIONICS: October 23-24, 2018
Rapid City, SD
KRT President Ed Kelly will put the FUN in "fundamentals" with a two-day course designed to reinforce
the core functions of practical radionics: analyzing, balancing, and potentizing. This is a hands-on
workshop, so a radionic instrument and a potentizer are required to practice using radionic rates,
reagents, and other octaves of information. Remember to bring a personal object and your biggest
wish or desire for 2018/2019!
•
•
•

Basic analyzing & balancing
Crystallizing focused intent
Cold-scanning primary & supporting rates

•
•
•

Selecting/testing for reagents and tones
Potentizing for multi-octave impact
Multi-bank testing and balancing

Individual Enrollment

$350.00

Accessory Potentizer w/Acrylic Imprint Well (Pyrex Well +$50)
$300.00
A Potentizer or Replicator is required for this class! Please order by September 30 if you need a unit.
Instrument Rental
Includes a Personal Instrument set and an Accessory Potentizer.

Supplies are limited!

$50.00

Enroll today!
Call: 706-782-2524 or email: sales@kellyresearchtech.com
Radionics Symposium: Taught by the Masters October 25-27, 2018
Rapid City, SD
Three days of focused study with more than a dozen radionics experts, energy users, and ag
specialists, plus vendors/exhibitors and your fellow researchers. KRT’s Ed Kelly will deliver a
presentation on Advanced Multi-Bank Testing and Balancing.
This meeting is now in its 6th year and continues to be an annual highlight for us at KRT. It’s an
unparalleled opportunity to meet and spend time sharing ideas face-to-face with other daily users of
radionics technology and the healing arts.
Enrollment: Individual/Married Couples – Before July 31
Enrollment: Individual/Married Couples - After August 1

$650.00/$1,000.00
$675.00/$1,050.00

NOTE: The universal radionic concepts covered in class will equip participants to conduct radionic research in any area of interest. However,
human health issues cannot be covered at any time. Regrettably, any questions concerning human health will have to be declined.

KRT ADVANCED RADIONICS: October 23-24, 2018

Rapid City, SD

Bring:

Bring an object to potentizer, a two-dial instrument, and a potentizer. Order by
September 30, 2018, if you need to order a Potentizer!

Enroll:

All prices are in US dollars. All registration must be paid by credit card or PayPal.
Call to enroll via credit card at (706) 782-2524, or complete and fax the following
enrollment form to (706) 782-1047. PayPal payments should be directed to:
sales@kellyresearchtech.com. Send other correspondence to KRT, Inc., PO
Box 128, Lakemont, GA, 30552, USA.

Food:

Participants will be responsible for their own meals.

Contact Information:
Participant Name:

Street /Box:

City:

State:

Zip:

Country:

Telephone:

E-Mail:

Credit Card Payment Information:
Credit Card Type:

Card Number:

CC Billing Address:

Expiration Date:

3 or 4 Digit Security Code:

Signature of Authorization:

To enroll in the Radionics Symposium - Taught by the Masters, send a non-refundable $100
registration fee marked “donation” to All Saints Church, PO Box 86, Black Hawk, SD 57718, then pay
the balance in cash at the door. Contact Dr. Ron Barone with any questions at: (605) 787-5620 or
livingwordministry8@yahoo.com. No equipment is needed for the Radionics Symposium.
Where:

KRT Advanced Radionics and the Radionics Symposium - Taught by the Masters
will both be held at the Best Western Ramkota Hotel at 2111 N. LaCrosse Street, Rapid
City, SD 57701. A special group rate of $85.99 per night is available at the by asking
for “All Saints Church” group rate. Call: 605-343-8550 to book your room, or visit:
http://goo.gl/rDdFBS to learn more.

2018 Radionics Symposium
Taught By the Masters
Schedule
Day 1
October 25, 2018 - 8AM to 5PM
7:15AM - 8AM
Registration
8AM - 8:30AM - Dr. Ron Barone
Introduction
8:30AM - 9:30AM - Dr. Ron Barone
Source Energy Medicine. Source energy medicine was developed by Stephen Pollitt from Colorado. A student last year exposed me to the concept and I purchased the book and read it. I also downloaded all the
basic materials he used and then adapted the numeric logarithms for a simplistic layered method of radionics and consumption application. I will explain the protocol and provide a sample reagent for your use
and as a frequency master to add to your water for consumption, Watch prior to the class this youtube to
get an overview. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6JBLm3HQ0vI&t=1291s. At the end of my session
I will open up for questions about any aspect of radionics I am familiar with.
Dr. Ronald Barone: Body, Mind & Spirit - Ron is a consultant on personal well-being; from Blackhawk, SD. Ron brings over 50 years of experience in the health care field. He is a Chiropractic Doctor certified in Orthopedics, with training in advanced Radiology, Nutrition, and Kinesiology and with a focus on environment, organic foods, nutrition, herbs, homeopathics, exercise and correct thinking. He has been doing radionics and energy medicine as his ministry since 1995. Working on people with health issues and longevity is his primary ministry. He is a
skilled dowser in the natural and spiritual realm. A personal friend of Master Dowser and Shaman Raymon Grace. He is also skilled in helping
the dying go through transition to the spirit world. He has considerable experience with discarnates and a wide realm of non-physical issues.
Ron has worked on many issues in the natural and spiritual realm. Ron teaches people take control of their own well-being, physically and
spiritually.

9:45AM - 10:45AM - “Pennsylvania” Pete Radatti
Topics Pete will cover: Experiments on automation of a radionics system; Storing complex radionics programs in crystals and crystalline sand; Radionics programs stored in crystals – a method of cataloging
24/7 broadcast a very useful tool; The law of unexpected consequences is alive and well in radionics and
very useful; Radionics jewelry, not just for Doctor Strange; Radionics power pods – an extension of standard equipment; Using radionics in paint for art; The SIR, ROSP and other radionics programs of note; My
book on training radionics.
“Pennsylvania” Pete Radatti - Pennsylvania Pete Radatti is best known for his articles in the KRT newsletter, training new radionics operators, and grassroots radionics support groups (Conshohocken Radionics) in www.meetup.com, His radionics training manual “A Fun Short
Course in Beginning Radionics” is available on Kindle readers via Amazon.com.

All Saints Church
PO Box 86
Black Hawk, SD 57718

Phone: 605-787-5620
Email: livingwordministry8@yahoo.com

2018 Radionics Symposium
Taught By the Masters


Day 1 Continued
October 25, 2018 - 8AM to 5PM
11AM - 11:30AM - Cory Stover
A description and display of new radionic instruments. Radionics recognizes indwelling cosmic energies
which we discover within the patterns of nature. These etheric forces are traced in the geometry of space
and resonate in the rhythms of nature. They are the authentic templates for life. The aim of radionics is to
bring ourselves into balance and alignment within these true energies. My aim in building radionic instruments is to model my own understanding of these same principles. I recently came across a second-hand
quote from a friend of mine and it fits well here. It said that: "at some point in the future all of [these] devices would cease to be necessary and that within the space of a single day they would all be discarded, for
we would have evolved." It hurts a little to say, but I'd like to think that I'm working towards that day.
I'll be presenting working prototypes of new devices... while they're still relevant.
Cory Stover - Cory Stover is an inventor, intuitive and expert dowser. He is the maker of the Cory Coil, Colossus energizer and Avalon Well
among other radionics tools in development.

1PM - 2:30PM; 2:45PM - 3:45PM - Tim Lippert
Alternative and Energetic Approaches to Support People With Cancer. Nearly every family in America is or
will be affected by cancer. Mainstream medical treatments all too often do more harm than good. Doctors’
recommendations must follow the "standard of care" or they can lose their license; thus the present, mainstream, medical model not only fails miserably...but borders on being criminal. This presentation will educate every attendee about a wide array of options for testing , analyzing, balancing, & supporting those
concerned with cancer. There are many natural, wholesome, therapeutic alternatives to radiation and
chemotherapy. It's time you learned about them. Attending this talk will likely save your life or someone
you care about.
Tim Lippert; President, Livestock Innovations, Inc. - Tim has done Radionic, Naturopathic, and Alternative Medical work for clients in over 25
states, Belize, Mexico, Canada, Australia, Great Britain, and the Philippines. He owns and operates one of the most elaborate Radionics labs
in North America. His specialties include agricultural and environmental consulting, geo-biology, water treatment, mold & myco-toxins,
Lyme Disease, sleep apnea, and spiritual issues.

4PM - 5PM - Ed Kelly
Advanced Multi-Bank Testing and Balancing. Basic two-dial radionic rates successfully resonate the biggest
pillars of the plants and animals we wish to analyze and balance. However, even the most simple objects
are a veritable symphony of energy and information! One way to dramatically increase the impact of our
efforts is to add as many additional voices as possible to each broadcast using additional tuning banks set
to complementary and supporting rates. In this presentation, Ed will share practical tips and techniques
for using and creating multi-bank rates with any instrument and with auxiliary Tuning Stations.
Ed Kelly, Kelly Research Technologies - KRT (www.kellyresearchtech.com) has been delivering radionic instruments, equipment, and information to the world for 37 years. Sister company BETAR USA (www.betar.com) produces focused vibroacoustic sound therapy systems that
allow riders to literally feel their favorite music - every note and drum beat - as a sonic energy massage that melts away physical pain, emotional stress, and/or mental anxiety. Ed Kelly took the leadership position in these firms following the untimely passage of his father, founder
Peter J. Kelly, in 2004. Ed has been involved in radionics and the esoteric arts for his entire life, literally growing up around such giants as T.
Galen Hieronymus, Thomas Bearden, Bob Beck, Bob Beutlich, and countless other inventors and researchers. Ed has a BS in Geology from
the University of Georgia, an MBA from Kennesaw State University, and served the nation in the U.S. Marines.

All Saints Church
PO Box 86
Black Hawk, SD 57718

Phone: 605-787-5620
Email: livingwordministry8@yahoo.com

2018 Radionics Symposium
Taught By the Masters
Day 2
October 26, 2018 - 8AM to 5PM
8AM - 9:30AM - Marty Lucas
Programing DNA. We know that DNA carries our biological program. We also know that changes in environment can affect genetic expression. Likewise we have seen how traumas can be passed from generation
to generation. These traumas have reprogrammed the ‘firmware’ of the DNA that allows vital survival
experiences to be passed to the next generation. We have reached a point with Radionics where we can
begin to consciously and deliberately program this portion of the genetic code and create self-replicating
reagents. All evidence seems to indicate that this is not a new discovery, but simply a rediscovery of ancient knowledge.
Marty Lucas, Every Advantage Ag, Urbandale, IA - Marty Lucas is a full-time Radionic Practitioner and teacher out of central Iowa. He is
known for in-depth and far-reaching research into the fringes of radionic practice. He is able to present complex scientific and esoteric subjects
into easy to understand protocols and procedures.

9:45AM - 11:30AM - Hugh Lovel
Biodynamic Farming and Radionics. At Quantum Agriculture we have designed, and KRT builds, a new
Malcolm Rae type instrument appropriate to agriculture. What can be done with this equipment in agriculture is the real news. In agriculture the greatest confusion reigns in regard to nitrogen. While nitrogen is
nearly four fifths of the atmosphere, it commonly behaves as an inert gas. Yet, where life is involved, nitrogen carries the patterns of both the mineral releasing, nitrogen fixing, digestive and nutrient uptake activities in the soil along with photosynthic, blossoming, fruiting and ripening activities above the soil. The
atmospheric warmth and light and the soil's chemistry and life are all moderated by nitrogen in its various
relationships with hydrogen, oxygen, carbon and sulfur. In regard to animals and their inward sense and
desire nature, nitrogen's activities involve the uptake of proteins, their digestion, and reorganization according to each organism's DNA patterns, circulation, metabolism, conscious determination and excretion.
Daily morning and evening radionic integration, balancing and enhancement of farm activities can profoundly affect the resilience and productivity of any farm as a whole, thus averting the adverse effects of
weather, pests, diseases and general imbalances that otherwise might lead to losses in production, fertility,
animal health and overall profitability. A common result is when we get nitrogen right, everything else
seems to fall into place.
Hugh Lovel - Hugh Lovel is a farmer and an international consultant to dairy farms, graziers, broadacre grain growers and fruit and vegetable
producers. As a multidisciplinary scientist, Hugh has introduced comprehensive soil testing using both the Albrecht approach and a total acid
digest test that more clearly reveals what is actually present in soils. Above all he has been a leading pioneer of the new science of Quantum
Agriculture. Hugh Lovel is the author of A Biodynamic Farm for Growing Wholesome Food and Quantum Agriculture: Biodynamics and
Beyond. He is the original designer of the Field Broadcaster quantum technology and the Quantum Radionic Analyser. His articles appear in
“Acres USA”, related organic farming periodicals such as “Acres Australia” and biodynamic journals around the world. Initially Hugh gained
30 years of broad experience in biodynamic farming while operating a market garden farm and the first CSA in Georgia. His farm was home to
the annual South-East Biodynamic Conferences for 12 years. Hugh migrated to Australia in 2005 to teach, consult and write. Hugh served for
6 years on the national board of Biodynamic Agriculture Australia. He and his wife Shabari Bird are the founders of Quantum Agriculture
Consultancy and live in Australia and the US.

All Saints Church
PO Box 86
Black Hawk, SD 57718

Phone: 605-787-5620
Email: livingwordministry8@yahoo.com

2018 Radionics Symposium
Taught By the Masters
Day 2 Continued
October 26, 2018 - 8AM to 5PM
1PM - 2PM, 2:15PM—3:15PM - Scott Ertl and Tim Lippert
The Body Electric. Tim and Scott will introduce you to one of the most significant discoveries in the past
18 years of energetic work. This addresses one of the key factors in why remote, energetic work will sometimes fall short. You will learn how to test for reverse polarity, the octaves of polarity, body voltage, body
amperage, and oscillations. You will also learn tips and techniques to remediate each of these problems
and the equipment and reagents used to quickly achieve success.
Scott Ertl is a Master Dowser, Weird Energy Expert/Energy Mechanic, Stray Voltage Specialist. He is the Inventor of the Patented Stray
Voltage Device called the “Ertlizer”. Through his work with Stray Voltage, he also solves Geopathic and Spiritual issues around the world. In
his spare time he operates an Organic Dairy Farm in Marshfield, Wi. Scott has spent the last 20 years researching and developing tried and
true strategies that remedy many types of issues for people, animals and properties.



3:30PM - 5PM - Dr. Linda Lancaster
Evaluating shock and giving treatment through various methods of Radionics - “for our difficult times” .
Dr. Linda Lancaster has been practicing Radionics for the last 35+ years within her practice as a Naturopathic Physician and Homeopath. She will talk about the importance of analyzing and treating shock in
the Physical/Etheric, Astral and Mental bodies. Dr. Linda will demonstrate how to clear shock through
Radionics, by utilizing the Kelly instrument, Parcells’ Thea Light Color Broadcast, MGA Geometric patterns, Drown and DeLaWar Base 10 Rates, Homeopathy and Intention. She will explain why it is important to trace the shock back to where it has been lodged, which very often can reveal other information. Shock is our body’s way to protect us from deeper scars. The body says it is enough and goes into
shock. In Dr. Lancaster’s practice, she has found 4 out of 6 people are burdened with shock in their subtle
bodies, which can create a block in the flow of the energy in the person or animal in their healing process.
If energy is allowed to flow by releasing shock, very often this can be the missing link in healing.
Dr. Linda Lancaster - Dr. Linda is a Board Certified Naturopathic Physician and Homeopath. She has been in practice since 1981 and founded
Light Harmonics Institute, an Energy Medicine Clinic and Educational Center based in Santa Fe, New Mexico and maintains clinics in Santa
Fe and New York City. Her training includes Classical Homeopathy, Radionics, Medical Radiesthesia, Subtle Energy Healing, Nutrition,
Herbal Medicine, Ayurveda and Detoxification Methods. Her health and cleansing programs have been offered to her patients for more than
30 years.

7PM - 8:30PM - Social and Q & A
Get to know other participants. Ask teachers your questions. Share your knowledge. This will be informal.


Day 3
October 27, 2018 - 8AM to 5PM

8AM - 9AM, 9:15AM—10:15AM, 10:30AM—11:30AM - Robin Hermanson
Radionics and Farming. Robin will be teaching what he has learned from Jerry Freidenstien, Peter Kelley,
Steve Weston and Dale Grondahl. What has worked from seed time to harvest on the farm.
Robin Hermanson, Garretson, SD - Robin is a professional Mechanical Engineer, Green Building Engineer and Certified Energy Manager. He
is also a Certified Organic Farmer and has 360 acres. For 14 years, Robin has researched health and longevity through the Reams Biological
Theory of Ionization. Robin is a veteran radionics operator helping people solve a wide range of health problems with alternative methods
and detoxification.
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2018 Radionics Symposium
Taught By the Masters

Day 3 Continued
October 27, 2018 - 8AM to 5PM
1PM - 1:45PM - Brian Besco
Tensor Fields and Radionics. Using Tensor tools with your instruments for harmonizing, space clearing, self
clearing, broadcast filtration and amplification. We will have an in depth discussion on how these tools affect
the field, as well as the ways in which the tools can be incorporated into, and simplify, working with Radionic
instruments.
Brian Besco - Brian Besco is the leader in research and development of Tensor Technologies. He considers the Tensor tools to be a combination of the physical sciences and spiritual technologies. He is a published author and manufacturer of the Tensor tools, and spoke at the 2013
Tesla Technology Convention on the Tensor Fields. Brian has also created several new modalities of subtle energy work, and teaches workshops around the world.

2PM - 3PM - Dan Mangum
Music, Frequency, and Sound. This presentation will demonstrate some of the radionic applications of music,
frequency, and sound. Musical notes and tones as well as other principals of music theory such as the perfect
fifth and chords. Use of other non musical frequencies and a signal generator. Music and nature sounds as reagents. Also covered will be the Solfeggio tones and the “sound“ of Dinshah colors. A practical demonstration of
combining music and radionics will be shown.
Dan Mangum - is a radionic researcher who uses radionics to maintain a garden, greenhouse, fruit and nut trees, honeybees, a handful of horses and shetland sheep, and his dogs. His background includes studying mysticism, magic, and world religions, rife machines, orgone accumulators, homeopathy, biodynamics, and an organic diet. Dan is a licensed electrician who occasionally installs off grid solar power and lives off
grid himself.

3:15PM - 5PM - Stephen Quong
Geomantic and Radionic Protocols for Clearing Black Streams and Dark Pools. One of the most difficult forms of
geopathic stress to clear are the so-called “black streams” and “dark pools” of decomposing material in ancient
underground stream beds. These underground deposits might be millions of years old, and yet they still emit
noxious gases and harmful subtle energy fields which are very disturbing to the health of living beings. This
lecture will present a specific protocol combining elements of ancient Tao Geomancy and modern Western radionics, which you can use to neutralize this and other similar forms of geopathic stress.
Stephen Quong - is recognized internationally as one of the foremost Vedic Astrologers in the Western world. He has been certified as an instructor of Qi-Mag Feng Shui and Tao Geomancy; Qinway Qigong; Vipassana Meditation, the Yuen Method of energetic healing, and the
Medicine Buddha Healing Dharma . He has also studied and practiced Pranic Healing, Matrix Energetics, Quantum Healing, Neutrakon
hypnotherapy, and many other healing modalities for many years. Stephen has practiced and taught dowsing and energy healing since 1972,
and worked with radionic devices for over 30 years. His presentation will introduce various concepts and techniques from Vedic, Buddhist,
Taoist and Shamanistic traditions, which can enhance our use of Kelly-type, analog radionic devices. His full biography is available online
at www.jyotisha.com/bio.html. Email: smquong@gmail.com. Office telephone: (925) 754 8858 PT.

6:30PM - Optional - Dinner at Minerva’s (NOT INCLUDED in conference fee)
Join us after the conference for dinner. There will be a special menu just for our group for you to choose from. Usually we have 4-5 main course choices. Due to the size of the group that we usually have, you may not substitute or
choose from the regular menu. Price varies depending what you order.

NOTE: There will be products or services available for sale by the teachers and organizers. We do NOT have other
vendors and participants are NOT allowed table space to sell products or services unless you have received prior
permission from All Saints Church.
All Saints Church
PO Box 86
Black Hawk, SD 57718

Phone: 605-787-5620
Email: livingwordministry8@yahoo.com
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Kids Energy Classes
October 27, 2018 - 8AM to 11:30AM
Kids ages 7-20. No Fee. Registration Required.
8AM - 9AM - Playing with Energy
Sarah will lead the group in a few energy games and explain how you can use these same techniques to enrich your every day life. We will also explore how to “See” energy. Taught by Sarah Emond.
9:15AM - 10:15AM - Kid’s Radionics Class
Ed and Sarah will explain the basic principles of the radionics instrument, then the group will work together to do hands-on testing of the energy levels of common foods and beverages. Taught by Ed Kelly.
Sarah Emond assisting.
10:30AM - 11:30AM - Kid’s Dowsing Class
This session will be split into 2 groups. For those that are brand new to dowsing, they will learn how to
dowse with L rods, pendulums, body dowsing and bobbers. For those that have been to previous classes,
they will be taught new ways to utilize dowsing in their everyday life. All kids will go home with a great
basic dowsing kit! Parents are welcome to sit in on the class! Taught by Scott Ertl and Sarah Emond.
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2018 Radionics Symposium
Taught By the Masters
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Oct. 25-27, 2018
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